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Tutte's 3-ow Conjeture and Mathings in Bipartite Graphs�Cândida Nunes da Silvay Riardo DahabzAugust 7, 2001AbstratTutte's 3-ow onjeture is restated as the problem of �nding an orientation ofthe edges of a 4-edge-onneted, 5-regular graph G, for whih the out-ow at eahvertex is +3 or �3. The indued equipartition of the verties of G is alled mod3-orientable. We give neessary and suÆient onditions for the existene of mod 3-ori-entable equipartitions in general 5-regular graphs, in terms of (i) a perfet mathing of abipartite graph derived from the equipartition and (ii) the size of uts in G. Also, we givea polynomial time algorithm for testing whether an equipartition is mod 3-orientable.1 IntrodutionA (nowhere-zero) k-ow for an undireted graph G = (V;E) is an assignment of diretionsand integer weights to the edges in E suh that (i) the weights are restrited to the values inthe range 1; : : : ; k�1 and (ii) the sum of weights over edges leaving any vertex v in V minusthe sum over those entering v, the out-ow at v, is equal to zero. A (nowhere-zero) modk-ow is de�ned similarly, di�ering from a k-ow only in the restrition on the out-ow,whih is allowed to be zero mod k at every vertex. Sine any mod k-ow an be onvertedinto a k-ow (see [15℄ for a proof), a graph admits a k-ow if and only if it admits a modk-ow.The theory of k-ows was introdued by Tutte as a generalization of fae k-oloringsfor planar graphs. In partiular, Tutte has proposed three well known onjetures, the 5-,4- and 3-ow Conjetures, stated below, whih generalize three famous theorems related tofae k-olorings for planar graphs: The Five Color Theorem [7℄, the Four Color Theorem [8℄and Gr�otzsh's Theorem [6℄.5-Flow Conjeture Every 2-edge-onneted graph admits a 5-ow.4-Flow Conjeture Every 2-edge-onneted graph without a Petersen minor admitsa 4-ow.�This paper has been submitted to the Speial Issue of Disrete Applied Mathematis of the BrazilianSymposium on Graphs, Algorithms and Combinatoris.yInstitute of Computing, UNICAMP, Caixa Postal 6176, 13083-970, Campinas, SP, Brasil, Fax: 55 193788 5847, andida�i.uniamp.br. Finanially supported by CAPES, under grant 01P-15081/1997.zInstitute of Computing, UNICAMP, Caixa Postal 6176, 13083-970, Campinas, SP, Brasil, Fax: 55 193788 5847, rdahab�i.uniamp.br. Partially �naned by a ProNEx-FINEP grant 107/97.1



2 C. Silva and R. Dahab3-Flow Conjeture Every 4-edge-onneted graph admits a 3-ow.These onjetures are still open. Partial results on them an be found in [4, 13, 16℄.The best result for graphs in general is the 6-ow Theorem, proved by Seymour [13, 15℄:6-Flow Theorem Every 2-edge-onneted graph admits a 6-ow.Reently, Robertson, Sanders, Seymour and Thomas [9, 10, 11, 12℄ proved the 4-owConjeture for ubi graphs.In this paper we are interested in the 3-ow Conjeture. The best result known so farregarding this Conjeture is due to Dahab and Younger [3℄ who proved that every 2-edge-onneted planar or projetive planar graph with at most three 3-uts admits a 3-ow. Thisis an extension of a proof due to Steinberg and Younger [14℄ that every 2-edge-onnetedplanar graph with at most three 3-uts and every 2-edge-onneted projetive planar graphwith at most one 3-ut admits a 3-ow.A graph admits a 3-ow if and only if it admits a mod 3-orientation, i.e., an assignmentof an orientation and weight 1 to every edge, suh that at every vertex the out-ow equalszero modulo 3. Observe that any mod 3-ow an be onverted into a mod 3-orientation byreversing the orientation of every edge with weight 2 and omplementing mod 3 its weight.If G = (V;E) is a 5-regular graph, then a mod 3-orientation indues a natural equipartition(V +; V �), i.e. a partition in two sets of equal size, of V where V + ontains the vertieswith out-ow equal to +3, the soures, and V � ontains the verties with out-ow equalto �3, the sinks. Correspondingly, equipartitions of V whih are thus indued by somemod 3-orientation of G are alled mod 3-orientable. Now, in [2, 4℄, it is shown that any4-edge-onneted graph G an be onverted into a 5-regular 4-edge-onneted graph G0 insuh a way that if G0 admits a 3-ow, so does G. Therefore Tutte's 3-ow Conjeture isrestated as:3-Flow Conjeture Every 5-regular 4-edge-onneted graph has a mod 3-orientableequipartition of its vertex set.This paper presents two haraterizations of mod 3-orientable equipartitions for 5-regular graphs. These haraterizations lead us to a polynomial time algorithm for testingwhether an equipartition is mod 3-orientable. Both haraterizations and the algorithmare shown in Setion 3. In Setion 2 we give the de�nitions and terminology used in thesubsequent proofs.2 De�nitions and TerminologyIn this paper we take G to be an undireted graph with verties V (G) and edges E(G), orsimply V and E when the ontext permits. Some basi de�nitions in graph theory are notpresented here, but they an be found in [1℄.Given X � V , G[X℄ denotes the subgraph of G indued by X. For sets X;Y � V ,Æ(X;Y ) denotes the subset of edges in E having one end in X and the other in Y . WhenY = V n X, we say that Æ(X;Y ) is a ut, denoted by ÆX. Given disjoint subsets Xand Y of V , G[X℄ and G[Y ℄ are adjaent subgraphs if G[X℄ and G[Y ℄ are onneted andÆ(X;Y ) 6= ;. The set of all onneted omponents of G is denoted by K(G). For X � Vand H � K(G[X℄), the set of neighbor omponents of H, denoted NH , is the subset of



Tutte's 3-ow Conjeture and Mathings in Bipartite Graphs 3omponents in K(G[V nX℄) whih are adjaent to some omponent of H.A tree T is a onneted graph having jE(T )j = jV (T )j � 1. A rown C is a onnetedgraph having jE(C)j = jV (C)j, i.e, it is a tree plus one edge, thus ontaining exatly oneyle. We denote by t(G) the number of onneted omponents of graph G whih are trees.Let G be a 5-regular graph and (V +; V �) an equipartition of its verties. Then (V +; V �)is mod 3-promising if for every omponent S in K(G[V +℄) and K(G[V �℄) we have jE(S)j �jV (S)j, i.e. S is a tree or a rown. Figure 1(a) shows an example of a mod 3-promisingequipartition. Given a mod 3-promising equipartition (V +; V �) of G, we de�ne the shrinkoperation with respet to (V +; V �) as the deletion of the rowns ofK(G[V +℄) andK(G[V �℄)followed by the ontration of the trees in K(G[V +℄) and K(G[V �℄) into single verties. Wealso remove multiple edges possibly generated by these ontrations. The bipartite graph Hresulting from G after this shrink operation has bipartition (V +(H); V �(H)) orrespond-ing to the trees in K(G[V +℄) and K(G[V �℄), respetively. Figure 1 illustrates the shrinkoperation.
V �V + (a) A mod 3-promising equipartition of G V �(H)V +(H)

(b) Shrunken graph HFigure 1: The shrink operation3 CharaterizationsAs we have mentioned in Setion 1, the 5-regular graphs whih admit a 3-ow are thosewhih admit a mod 3-orientable equipartition. In the ase of a bipartite 5-regular graphG with bipartition (V +; V �), there is always suh an equipartition, namely the bipartition(V +; V �) itself. To see it, remember that G admits a perfet mathing, by Hall's Theorem(see [1℄). Thus, given a perfet mathing M of G, we obtain a mod 3-orientation D for Gdireting the edges of M with tail in V � and head in V + and all other edges with tail inV + and head in V �, as shown in Figure 2.This tehnique for the bipartite ase inspired, for general 5-regular graphs, two hara-terizations of mod 3-orientable equipartitions, stated as Theorems 1 and 2:Theorem 1 Let G = (V;E) be a 5-regular graph and (V +; V �) an equipartition of V . Then(V +; V �) is mod 3-orientable if and only if it is mod 3-promising and the graph H obtainedby shrinking G with respet to (V +; V �) has a perfet mathing.
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V �V + (a) G with perfet mathing M

6 U R s j� 6 U R s	 � K s j+ 	 � R s� + 6 U R+ 	 � 6 U� + 	 � 6V �V + (b) A mod 3-orientation D for GFigure 2: A mod 3-orientation for a 5-regular bipartite graphTheorem 2 Let G = (V;E) be a 5-regular graph and (V +; V �) an equipartition of V .Then (V +; V �) is mod 3-orientable if and only if for all Z � V with Z+ = Z \ V + andZ� = Z \ V �, the following holds:jÆZj � 3j jZ+j � jZ�j j: (1)The neessity of the ondition in Theorem 2 an be easily understood. We de�ne theout-ow at a vertex set Z as the sum of the weights of the edges of ÆZ direted with tail ina vertex of Z and head in a vertex of Z minus the sum of the weights of the edges of ÆZdireted with head in a vertex of Z and tail in a vertex of Z. It is not hard to see that theout-ow at a vertex set Z equals the sum of the out-ow at every vertex in Z. Now, let Dbe a mod 3-orientation for whih every vertex in V + is a soure and every vertex in V � isa sink. For every Z � V , the out-ow at Z equals 3(jZ+j � jZ�j). Then, sine every edgehas weight one, ÆZ must have at least 3j jZ+j � jZ�j j edges. In partiular, this relationmust hold for the subsets X of V + or V �, whih implies, by Lemma 1 below, that a mod3-orientable equipartition must be mod 3-promising, as required by Theorem 1.Lemma 1 Let G = (V;E) be a 5-regular graph and (V +; V �) an equipartition of V . Then(V +; V �) is mod 3-promising if and only if for all X � V + and for all X � V � the followingholds: jÆXj � 3jXj:Proof. (Neessity) Take X � V +. By hypothesis, every onneted omponent inK(G[V +℄)is a tree or a rown. In partiular, the onneted omponents of K(G[X℄) are only trees orrowns. Hene, we have jE(G[X℄)j � jXj, with equality holding only when every omponentin K(G[X℄) is a rown. By the 5-regularity of G, we have:jÆXj = 5jXj � 2jE(G[X℄)j � 5jXj � 2jXj = 3jXj:



Tutte's 3-ow Conjeture and Mathings in Bipartite Graphs 5The same argument an be used to prove the result for X � V �.(SuÆieny) Take Gi 2 K(G[V +℄). By hypothesis jÆV (Gi)j � 3jV (Gi)j. By the 5-regularity of G, we have:2jE(Gi)j = 5jV (Gi)j � jÆV (Gi)j � 5jV (Gi)j � 3jV (Gi)j = 2jV (Gi)j:Thus, jE(Gi)j � jV (Gi)j.On the other hand, sine Gi is onneted, we have jE(Gi)j � jV (Gi)j � 1. Hene, eitherGi is a tree and jE(Gi)j = jV (Gi)j � 1 or Gi is a rown and jE(Gi)j = jV (Gi)j. The prooffor Gi 2 K(G[V �℄) is analogous. �Nevertheless, there are mod 3-promising equipartitions suh as that shown in Figure 3whih are not mod 3-orientable. The set Z = f1; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g violates the neessaryondition (1) sine jÆZj = 10 and j jZ+j � jZ�j j = 4; so it erti�es that this equipartitionatually annot be mod 3-orientable.
V �V +

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12ZFigure 3: A mod 3-promising equipartition whih is not mod 3-orientableA mod 3-promising equipartition (V +; V �) has other interesting properties whih followfrom the 5-regularity of the graph. The �rst, whih results from a simple ounting argument,is that for every tree T and rown C inK(G[V +℄)[K(G[V �℄), we have jÆV (T )j = 3jV (T )j+2and jÆV (C)j = 3jV (C)j, respetively. Furthermore, as shown by Lemma 2, the number oftrees in K(G[V +℄) equals the number of trees in K(G[V +℄).Lemma 2 Let G be a 5-regular graph with a mod 3-promising equipartition (V +; V �). Thenthe number of trees in K(G[V +℄) and in K(G[V �℄) is the same. That is,t(G[V +℄) = t(G[V �℄):Proof. First, jE(G[V +℄)j = XGi2K(G[V +℄) jE(Gi)j:



6 C. Silva and R. DahabBy hypothesis, any omponent Gi 2 K(G[V +℄) is a tree or a rown. Moreover,XGi2K(G[V +℄)Gi rown jE(Gi)j = XGi2K(G[V +℄)Gi rown jV (Gi)j; andXGi2K(G[V +℄)Gi tree jE(Gi)j = XGi2K(G[V +℄)Gi tree jV (Gi)j � t(G[V +℄):Hene, jE(G[V +℄)j = jV +j � t(G[V +℄):Analogously, jE(G[V �℄)j = jV �j � t(G[V �℄):By hypothesis, jV +j = jV �j and as G is 5-regular, we have jE(G[V +℄)j = jE(G[V �℄)j.Hene, we onlude that t(G[V +℄) = t(G[V �℄). �Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 1.Proof of Theorem 1. (Neessity) Let (V +; V �) be a mod 3-orientable equipartitionand D an assoiated mod 3-orientation of G. We already know that (V +; V �) must be mod3-promising. So, let T +, C+, T �, C� be the olletions of trees and rowns in K(G[V +℄)and K(G[V �℄). For every tree T+ 2 T +, jÆV (T+)j = 3jV (T+)j + 2; thus D must diretexatly one edge e of ÆV (T+) with head in V (T+); this is alled a minority edge. For everyrown C+ 2 C+, no edges of ÆV (C+) have heads in V (C+). Similar statements hold for thetrees and rowns of G[V �℄. Thus a minority edge of a tree T+ 2 T + is also a minority edgeof some tree T� 2 T � and vie-versa (see Figure 4). The set of all suh minority edges forma perfet mathing in H, the graph resulting from shrinking G with respet to (V +; V �).(SuÆieny) Before proeeding we need a de�nition: A branhing is a direted tree Bfor whih the indegree at every vertex is exatly one, exept at one vertex r, alled the rootof B, whih has indegree zero.Let (V +; V �) be a mod 3-promising equipartition suh that the graph H obtained aftershrinking G with respet to (V +; V �) has a perfet mathing M . Diret the edges of ÆV +whih are images of edges of M so that their tails are in V � and their heads in V +. Diretthe remaining edges of ÆV + in the opposite diretion.Now, extend this orientation to eah tree T+ in T + direting the edges of T so that theresulting (oriented) tree is a branhing having as root the vertex inident to the minorityedge of ÆV (T+). This makes every vertex in T+ a soure. For a tree T� in T � the proedureis analogous but with orientations reversed; every vertex in the oriented T� is thus a sink.For a rown C+ in C+, ontrating its unique yle produes a tree L, whih an be madeinto a branhing with root the ontration vertex of the yle. Restoring the yle bak toC+ and direting its edges so as to form an oriented yle, produes an orientation for C+in whih every vertex is a soure. The proedure for a rown C� in C� is analogous. Thisproves that (V +; V �) is mod 3-orientable. �
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V �V + T� jÆT�j = 3jT�j + 2
C+ jÆC+j = 3jC+j

(a) A mod 3-promising equipartition of G V �(H)V +(H)
(b) Perfet mathing of H6 U R s j�� ? U s-�	 � -+ 	 ? -U s	 ? U j�	 ? R s+ � U R+ 	 � 6 U� + 	 � 6Y - � � - -V �V + () A mod 3-orientation of GFigure 4: An illustration of the proof of Theorem 1



8 C. Silva and R. DahabProof of Theorem 2. (SuÆieny) We have already proved neessity above. Let F bea subset of the trees inK(G[V +℄) and NF its orresponding set of neighbor omponents. Foreah rown C in K(G[V +℄), Æ(C) ontributes 3jV (C)j edges to ÆV +; similarly, eah tree Tontributes 3jV (T )j+2 edges to ÆV +. The same holds for the rowns and trees ofK(G[V �℄).Therefore we have jÆV (F )j = 3jV (F )j+ 2t(F ) and jÆV (NF )j = 3jV (NF )j+ 2t(NF ).Let Z = V (F ) [ V (NF ). By the de�nition of NF we have ÆV (F ) � ÆV (NF ); soÆZ = ÆV (NF ) n ÆV (F ). ThusjÆZj = jÆV (NF )j � jÆV (F )j = 3(jV (NF )j � jV (F )j) + 2(t(NF )� t(F )):Rewriting this equation, we have2(t(NF )� t(F )) = jÆZj � 3(jV (NF )j � jV (F )j):By hypothesis, jÆZj � 3j jV (NF )j � jV (F )j j, so2(t(NF )� t(F )) � 3j jV (NF )j � jV (F )j j � 3(jV (NF )j � jV (F )j) � 0:Therefore, t(NF ) � t(F ). Consider now the bipartite graph H obtained by shrinking Gwith respet to (V +; V �). Let FH � V +(H) be the verties representing the trees in F ;learly t(F ) = jFH j. For every tree in NF there is a tree in NFH representing it; thust(NF ) = jNFH j. Hene jNFH j � jFH j and by Hall's Theorem there is a mathing M in Hwhih overs V +(H). Sine jV +(H)j = jV �(H)j, M is a perfet mathing. By Theorem 1,(V +; V �) is mod 3-orientable. �3.1 Testing the mod 3-orientability of an Equipartition in PolynomialTimeTheorem 1 suggests a simple algorithm for testing whether a given equipartition (V +; V �) ofa 5-regular graph G is mod 3-orientable: we test if (V +; V �) is mod 3-promising and, in theaÆrmative ase, generate the shrunken graphH and test whether H has a perfet mathing.Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 1 produes a mod 3-orientation when (V +; V �) is mod3-orientable.Observe that this test fails in two situations: when (V +; V �) is not mod 3-promising orwhen the shrunken graph H does not have a perfet mathing. In the former ase, theremust be a onneted omponent S either in K(G[V +℄) or in K(G[V �℄) whih is not a treeor rown, i. e. jÆV (S)j < 3jV (S)j. Thus, by Theorem 2, the set Z = V (S) is a erti�atethat (V +; V �) is not mod 3-orientable. In the latter ase, there must be a subset FH eitherof V +(H) or of V �(H), for whih jFH j < jNFH j. Let F be the set of trees representedby FH , NF its orresponding set of neighbor omponents and take Z = V (F ) [ V (NF ),as shown in Figure 5. Then, the suÆieny of Theorem 2 shows that Z is a erti�ate ofnon-mod 3-orientability of (V +; V �), i. e.,jÆZj < 3j jV (NF )j � jV (F )j j:
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V �(H)V +(H)

FH
NFH

(a) jNFH j < jFH j V �V + F
NF

Z(b) jÆZj < 3j jV (NF )j � jV (F )j jFigure 5: Finding a erti�ate of non-mod 3-orientability for an equipartitionTherefore, we have an algorithm for testing the mod 3-orientability of an equipartition(V +; V �) of a 5-regular graph whih either �nds a mod 3-orientation in the aÆrmative aseor exhibits a set Z that violates the ondition of Theorem 2 otherwise. A pseudo-ode forthe algorithm is shown in Figure 6.We will now argue that the algorithm shown in Figure 6 takes polynomial time withrespet to the size of the graph G. To test if the equipartition is mod 3-promising it isenough to traverse subgraphs G[V +℄ and G[V �℄ to determine their onneted omponentsand hek whether all of them are trees and rowns. This step takes linear time. Havingidenti�ed all the trees in K(G[V +℄) and K(G[V �℄), onstruting the shrunken graph Htakes another linear time traversal of graph G.Now, to �nd a perfet mathing M for H or a set FH ertifying that suh a mathingdoes not exist, we an use an augmenting path algorithm suh as that desribed in Chapter5 of [1℄. This algorithm takes polynomial time with respet to the size of H, and thus tothe size of G. Hene, the algorithm is atually polynomial.4 Final CommentsWe gave two neessary and suÆient onditions for the existene of mod 3-orientableequipartitions in general 5-regular graphs. We also derived from these onditions a poly-nomial time algorithm for testing the mod 3-orientability of an equipartition of a 5-regulargraph.It is known (see GT4 of [5℄) that deiding whether an arbitrary graph admits a 3-owis an NP-omplete problem. It is possible to prove (see [2℄) that the problem remains NP-omplete even if restrited to the lass of the 5-regular graphs. Thus there is little hope thatour results will lead to polynomial algorithms for this deision problem. However, they mayhelp in settling Tutte's onjeture whih is restrited to 4-edge-onneted 5-regular graphs.
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Input: A 5-regular graph G = (V;E) and an equipartition (V +; V �) of V .Output: A mod 3-orientation for G or a subset Z � V suhthat jÆZj < 3j jZ+j � jZ�j j.(1) if (V +; V �) is mod 3-promising, then/* obtain shrunken graph H */(2) shrink G with respet to (V +; V �) obtaining H;(3) if H has a perfet mathing M then(3.1) diret the edges of M with tail V � and head in V +;(3.2) diret the remaining edges of ÆV + in the oppositediretion;(3.3) extend orientation to trees and rownsin K(G[V +℄) [K(G[V �℄)(4) else/* there is FH for whih jFH j < jNFH j */(4.1) take F as the subset of the trees represented by FH ;(4.2) return Z = V (F ) [ V (NF ).(5) else/* there is S 2 K(G[V +℄) [K(G[V �℄) suh that jV (S)j < jE(S)j */(5.1) return Z = V (S):Figure 6: An algorithm for testing whether an equipartition is mod 3-orientable
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